Introduction {#S1}
============

CD4 T cells are an essential arm of the adaptive immune system. Produced in the thymus during fetal development, mature cells are antigen-specific and capable of responding to foreign invaders, differentiating into an effector pool after antigenic stimulation. Once an infection clears, these effector cells undergo a contraction phase, where lingering antigen-specific cells with increased receptor affinity for their antigen have developed cellular 'memory.' Memory CD4 T cells are capable of rapidly responding to antigen by proliferating and producing cytokines more quickly and in larger amounts than naïve cells.^[@R1]^ However, the molecular processes of differentiation and epigenetic alterations to the genome that occur in a dynamic fashion to determine the nature of CD4 memory during these phases after antigenic stimulation remain poorly understood.

In recent years, epigenetic modifications have received much attention for their contributions to the complex regulation of cellular gene expression.^[@R2]^ DNA methylation, histone modifications, and chromatin regulators all confer different levels of gene regulation and play critical roles in cellular differentiation that are currently ill-defined. Additionally, a variety of regulatory regions, such as promoters, enhancers, super-enhancers, gene bodies, and intergenic regions can be affected in different ways by epigenetic modifications, and often multiple modifications occur for one gene across these different regions of the genomic landscape. In particular, histone modifications have largely been explored with respect to their effect upon transcription, especially when located within promoter and enhancer regions. Two histone lysine modifications, H3K4me3 and H3K4me2, are often scrutinized due to their associations with active, highly transcribed promoters.^[@R3]^ Most of the literature has focused upon embryonic stem (ES) cells and cancer cells with respect to understanding these modifications (reviewed in ^[@R4]-[@R6]^ and ^[@R7]^), although several papers have explored the role of epigenetic modifications in neuronal differentiation^[@R8]^ and T cell differentiation.^[@R9],[@R10],[@R11]^

The interplay between H3K4 methylation and gene regulation is complex and involves numerous transcription factors, assembly of complexes to modify histones, and other signal networks to achieve their results. Reports in both yeast and in mammals have demonstrated that promoter H3K4me3 is often deposited in response to an increase in transcriptional activity and expanded due to a feed-forward mechanism.^[@R12]-[@R15]^ When located near the transcriptional start site (TSS), this modification also promotes active transcription.^[@R14],\ [@R16],\ [@R17]^ H3K4me2 is often found alongside H3K4me3 in actively transcribed promoters, but when found alone, particularly in non-CpG containing promoters, this modification is thought to confer a 'poised' state to differentiated cells, i.e. not actively transcribed, but prepared for rapid transcriptional activation.^[@R3],\ [@R18]^ The role of poising genes in naïve CD4 T cells could be facilitating antigen-driven differentiation of effector subsets (Th1, Th2, Th17), while poising genes in memory CD4 T cells might be a mechanism for enhancing the response upon re-exposure to cognate antigens.

Work in CD4 T cells has been largely confined to quantifying differences in enrichment for these modifications with respect to subset differentiation. Barski and colleagues were the first to profile human CD4 T cells using ChIP-Seq, mapping several histone modifications, variant histones, and RNA polymerase II in resting CD4 T cells.^[@R9]^ Additional work with this data set demonstrated various combinatorial patterns of histone modifications found throughout the genome.^[@R19]^ Wei *et al.* demonstrated that five different subsets of mouse CD4 T cells expanded in culture exhibited distinct sets of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 unique to their cellular phenotypes. However, one observation from this work was that a number of genes retained some amount of plasticity, with key transcription factors and cytokines maintaining permissive chromatin marks in non-corresponding lineages.^[@R10]^ Zhang *et al.* explored several histone modifications alongside transcription during thymic development of CD4 T cells in mice and ultimately found that histone marks are dynamic and reversible throughout T cell development.^[@R20]^ Two papers published in 2009 examined histone modifications after short term activation of CD4 T cells (i.e. 4 h and 18 h), concluding that few significant changes in histone dynamics had occurred at these time points.^[@R21],\ [@R22]^ Allan and colleagues demonstrated that SUV39H1, an H3K9 methyltransferase, was key to silencing Th1 genes during Th2 differentiation.^[@R23]^ A recent study in mouse CD8 T cells examined the dynamics of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 in a mouse model of viral infection.^[@R11]^ They found distinctly different patterns of histone modifications in naïve, effector, and memory cells, which correlated with functions specific to these subsets

Though histone modification profiles of static helper T cell lineages have been mapped, no studies to date have examined their dynamics in CD4 T cell activation over a time course. Here we examine the kinetics of promoter H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 marks and evaluate expression changes, comparing naïve and memory CD4 T cells over a time course 1 day, 5 days, and 2 weeks after activation via T cell receptor crosslinking and CD28-mediated co-stimulation. We also correlate alterations in these modifications to transcriptional changes throughout activation using deep RNA sequencing. Our profiles of these marks delineate epigenetic regulation of gene expression essential for numerous pathways related to T cell activation and immune function. Taken together, these data reveal many new avenues for additional exploration of what establishes a memory CD4 T cell and regulates subset differentiation. As such, we provide a rich data set for other investigators to analyze and advance their own work in this context.

Results {#S2}
=======

ChIP-Seq Quality Control {#S3}
------------------------

To examine the dynamics of histone modifications over time, naïve (CD45RA+CD45RO−) and memory (CD45RA−CD45RO+) CD4 T cells were isolated from the peripheral blood of four healthy human donors and activated with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 beads and cultured in rIL2-supplemented media for 1 day, 5 days, and 2 weeks. Purity of each subset was \> 94% for all donors **([Supplementary Figure S1](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**. ChIP-Seq for H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 was performed on cells from all conditions and time points using antibodies specific to each histone modification with minimal cross-reaction, alongside RNA-Seq for the same conditions. The raw data for both ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq from each condition are available at the NIH Gene Expression Omnibus site (**accession \# GSE73214**). Promoter results for each modification demonstrated that peaks were generally found within 1 kb of the TSS **([Supplementary Figure S2](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**, so promoter analysis was conducted within this radius.

Importantly, p-value distributions for H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 clearly demonstrated that these modifications vary predominantly by cell type and time point rather than by the individual donors **([Figure 1A-B](#F1){ref-type="fig"})**, showing that donor variability did not significantly impact our results. To determine if there was significant variation in signal-to-background ratios across samples, we plotted the distribution of coverage depths across the genome for each sample **([Supplementary Figure S3](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**. While different antibodies have different coverage distributions, samples with the same antibody and consistent signal-to-background ratios will follow the same curve. A higher fraction of low-coverage bases in a sample relative to others of the same type is indicative of a lower signal-to-background ratio. The majority of samples have consistent signal-to-background ratios. Principal coordinate analysis^[@R24]^ revealed that the biological effects of interest were visible in the first 4 principal coordinates, demonstrating that technical confounding factors were not an issue **([Supplementary Figure S4](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**.

In order to ensure that called peaks were robust in the face of technical and biological variation, we used the IDR framework developed for the ENCODE project. While ENCODE typically uses 2 biological replicates to assess biological reproducibility, we have 4 replicates for each group, which results in 6 pairwise comparisons for each group. For each of the 6 pairs, the IDR method produces a count of peaks that can be confidently called at our chosen threshold of reproducibility, IDR=2%. For each group, we selected the maximum out of these 6 counts, as recommended by the ENCODE documentation for datasets of more than 2 samples. Then we selected that number of peaks from the top of the list of peaks called on the combined dataset of all 4 replicates. The number of peaks selected for each group is shown in **[Supplementary Figure S5](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. Since the combined peak calls are based on 4 times the sequencing depth, the peaks are called more confidently than in the individual replicates, so the 2% threshold represents an upper bound on the fraction of irreproducible peaks. The IDR thresholds were generally consistent across all replicates, and variations in number of peaks called by IDR do not associate with low signal-to-background ratios in the coverage depth distributions. Thus, the IDR threshold of 2% is well above the technical noise floor imposed by any issues with ChIP efficiency.

It is also possible that differences in ChIP efficiency could confound estimates of fold changes between sample groups. In order to assess this possible technical limitation, we looked at the MA plots of each sample versus all the other samples of the same type after normalization **([Supplementary Figures S6-S7](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**. Each MA plot generally has a low-abundance "noise mode" (log~2~(CPM) ≈ 2), representing the promoters with only background noise, and a high-abundance "signal mode" (log~2~(CPM) ≈ 7) representing the promoters containing ChIP signal. In the analyzed samples, the signal mode is centered vertically within 0.5 log~2~ fold difference of zero, indicating that the edgeR normalization used is effectively controlling for global differences in ChIP efficiency and other technical artifacts. The few samples for which the signal mode is far away from zero are samples with lower sequencing depth, which means that these samples receive less weight in the model fitting stage. Given these observations, variations in ChIP efficiency are not responsible for any perturbation larger than approximately 0.5 in reported log~2~ fold changes.

Promoter H3K4 methylation is dynamic throughout T cell activation {#S4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The premise of the present study is that CD4 T cell activation is a dynamic process and needs to be studied as a function of time after activation (i.e. kinetic analysis). It is well established that changes to RNA transcription during activation are rapid and occur as early as 30 minutes.^[@R25]^ During our time course, 8655 genes in naïve and 7644 genes in memory changed RNA expression by two-fold or more 1 day after activation in both naïve and memory CD4 T cells (FDR \< 0.05; **[Supplementary Tables S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). In striking contrast, differences in promoter H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 enrichment were primarily documented only later at 5 days after activation in both naïve and memory (**[Figure 1C-D](#F1){ref-type="fig"})**.

However, in naïve cells a subset of 611 promoters showed a change in promoter H3K4me3 by 1 day after activation (2-fold change in either direction; FDR \<0.1). 178 genes (29%) changed RNA expression by this time point (2-fold change in either direction; FDR \<0.05; **[Supplementary Table S3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). Only 15 gene promoters out of 611 increased their H3K4me3 enrichment by 1 day, and 10/15 (67%) of these show a significant increase in RNA expression, suggesting the biological significance of these changes. This list includes IL2RA, which is critical for early T cell activation, as well as IRF4, which has been demonstrated as an important regulator of IL-10 production.^[@R26]^ Pathway mapping of the entire set of 611 genes with early promoter H3K4me3 changes reveals genes linked to many important and established T cell pathways including PI3K-AKT and JAK/STAT, WNT signaling,^[@R27]^ interferon signaling,^[@R28]^ and networks for histone demethylation **([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"})**. Most of the genes in this list decreased in promoter H3K4me3 by 1 day and were either concurrently unexpressed or decreasing in RNA expression by 1 day, suggesting portions of these pathways were being inhibited. Interestingly, 55 olfactory receptor genes lost the H3K4me3 mark and decrease their RNA expression by this time point. These genes are either unexpressed or lowly expressed in T cells, which is likely reinforced by the loss of H3K4me3, but the relevance of these targets to T cell activation remains unexplained. In contrast to naïve cells, memory cells showed no promoters changing H3K4me3 enrichment 1 day after activation.

Despite the dynamic nature of both RNA expression and H3K4me3 as a function of time, promoter H3K4me3 consistently correlates with high RNA expression throughout activation **([Figure 1E-F](#F1){ref-type="fig"})**. Thus, even in our time-based dynamic analysis, H3K4me3 correlates with high gene expression as T cell activation progresses from rest to two weeks after activation, and a high percentage of highly expressed genes in activated CD4 T cells have promoter sites enriched for this mark (**[Figure 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). These results confirm and extend previously reported evidence for higher RNA expression in genes with H3K4me3 peaks in their promoters.^[@R10],\ [@R29],\ [@R30]^ We further validated these conclusions by correlating H3K4me3 peak presence to low and high RNA expression and conducting a one-way ANOVA to demonstrate significance (**[Figure 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**).

Genes with promoter H3K4 methylation peaks in resting naïve and memory CD4 T cells map to pathways important for T cell activation and cytokine signaling {#S5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Memory CD4 T cells demonstrate a more rapid and robust response to antigen than naïve cells. We compared the genome-wide H3K4 methylation status of naïve and memory cells at rest in order to elucidate whether these marks were epigenetic contributors to the phenotypic differences. Naïve cells showed more unique H3K4me2 promoter peaks than memory cells at rest (2185 vs. 613), while memory cells contained more H3K4me3 peaks unique to their subset than naïve (1786 vs. 520) **([Figure 2A-B](#F2){ref-type="fig"})**. Pathway mapping demonstrated that genes marked with H3K4me2 in naïve cells but not memory CD4 populated canonical pathways related to critical activation events, including T cell receptor signaling, NFAT, PI3K, phospholipase and CD28 co-stimulation. On the other hand, promoters marked with H3K4me3 exclusively in memory cells populated pathways for IL2 signaling, G protein signaling, and CXCR4 signaling. A different set of genes from those marked with H3K4me2 in naïve also mapped to NFAT signaling **([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table S4](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**.

H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 peaks are often found in combination when located in promoters, but they can also occur in isolation. Naïve cells at rest display a higher percentage of promoters with H3K4me2 peaks alone than memory (22.3% vs. 8.7%; 3,298 vs. 1,112), while memory cells at rest display a higher percentage with H3K4me3 alone than naive (20% vs. 11%; 2,931 vs. 1,422). By 2 weeks after activation of naïve cells these marks transition to a CD4 memory-like pattern, with fewer isolated H3K4me2 peaks and more H3K4me3 peaks (**[Figure 2C-D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

H3K4 methylation status at rest delineates key pathways in naïve CD4 T cells {#S6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We hypothesized that promoter H3K4me3 at rest would promote increases in RNA expression after activation, allowing us to predict early gene expression. Therefore, we evaluated changes in RNA expression 1 day after activation for genes containing peaks of H3K4me2 alone, H3K4me3 alone, or both in promoters in resting naïve cells. Against our expectations, the results clearly show that H3K4me3 alone is not predictive of increasing gene expression 1 day after activation in naïve cells **([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"})**. Surprisingly, genes containing only H3K4me2 peaks at rest showed a robust increase in expression. Gene promoters containing both modifications increased RNA expression, but to an intermediate degree compared to H3K4me2 alone.

To validate these results, we performed an orthogonal analysis by examining overall enrichment for these modifications across the promoters and calculating changes to gene expression for genes with various ratios of H3K4me2/H3K4me3 **([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S8A](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**. Using these ratios, we found that genes with a higher enrichment of promoter H3K4me3 relative to H3K4me2 (i.e. H3K4me3 dominant) demonstrated decreased expression by 1 day, with a higher frequency of genes decreasing in expression overall. Conversely, genes with higher H3K4me2 enrichment at rest relative to H3K4me3 (i.e. H3K4me2 dominant), increased gene expression at 1 day. As an example, IL-2, which shows a large increase in RNA expression upon CD4 T cell activation, is H3K4me2 dominant at rest in naïve cells **([Figure 3C-E](#F3){ref-type="fig"})**.

One hypothesis is that genes already marked at rest with H3K4me3 have high baseline expression, so the changes with activation are minimal. However, H3K4me3 dominant genes displayed significantly lower mean baseline RNA expression than the H3K4me2 dominant genes (**[Supplementary Figure S8B-C](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). Overall, resting H3K4me2 marks are more predictive of genes set to increase expression after activation of naïve CD4 T cells, and co-marking with H3K4me3 reduces activation-induced expression.

H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 work in tandem during activation to influence key pathways in naïve CD4 T cells {#S7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Most of the activation-induced changes to H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 enrichment are seen late in activation (5 days) **([Figure 1C-D](#F1){ref-type="fig"})**. Naïve cells have 7077 promoters that change H3K4me2 enrichment by 5 days **([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"})**. Most of these gene promoters (subset a: **[Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**) change H3K4me2 enrichment without a change in H3K4me3 (5773 promoters; 81%). However, a total of 1889 promoters change for H3K4me3, the majority of which change for both H3K4me3 and H3K4me2 (subset b = 1304; 69%). Both modifications change in the same direction during this period, and the correlation is highly statistically significant (R^2^ = 0.89; **[Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Additionally, as shown in **[Figure 4C-D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**, changes to promoter H3K4me2 by 5 days in naïve cells correlate strongly to resting RNA expression. These results and immune pathway mapping for genes increasing in H3K4me2 during naïve CD4 T cell activation (**[Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**) are consistent with the hypothesis that resting RNA expression impacts activation-induced changes to H3K4me2 marks, which in turn regulate the RNA expression of this subset of genes.

Given these dynamic changes in H3K4 methylation as a function of time after activation, we next focused on the correlations with the equally dynamic changes in RNA expression (resting, 1 day, 5 days, and 2 weeks; **[Figure 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S8D](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). These results revealed three distinct patterns of H3K4 methylation changes correlating with activation-induced gene expression. First, genes that increased H3K4me2 alone between rest and 5 days demonstrated low levels of RNA expression at all time points, while those with decreasing H3K4me2 exhibited high RNA expression. Second, genes that increased their H3K4me3 enrichment alone by 5 days showed a significant increase in RNA expression from rest to 1 day that is sustained for the entire 2 weeks. Third, if H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 increased together from rest to 5 days, a significant increase in gene expression from low resting levels is demonstrated and maintained out to two weeks. These results suggest that increased H3K4me3 by 5 days associates with reinforcement of earlier activation-induced RNA expression changes. Interestingly, 91% of genes increasing in promoter H3K4me3 5 days after activation of naïve cells are H3K4me2 dominant at rest (**[Figure 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**), suggesting that the increased expression associated with H3K4me2 dominance early activation of naïve cells is also associated with the addition of H3K4me3 later in activation.

As shown previously, promoter H3K4me2 dominance in naïve CD4 T cells at rest predicts which genes are set to increase after activation. Our data demonstrate that multiple pathways important for CD4 T cell activation are associated with H3K4me2 dominance at rest in naïve cells. Examples include cytokine signaling, such as IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, and IL-17 as well as TNF receptor, 4-1BB, MAPK, NFkB, Jak-Stat pathway and OX40 pathway signaling **([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"})**. H3K4me2 dominance at rest also correlates with T cell receptor **([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"})** and CD40 signaling. More general cellular pathways are also affected, such as the DNA damage response by BRCA1 **([Supplementary Table S5](#SD5){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**. Interestingly, hierarchical clustering of promoter H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 for a subset of 29 genes chosen as important for CD4 T cell function demonstrates that these genes form two clusters: one with predominantly T cell receptor cascade components and STAT family members (cluster 1), and another containing genes predominantly associated with T cell effector function and differentiation, such as cytokines and master transcriptional regulators (cluster 2) **([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"})**.

Resting memory cells were particularly different for H3K4me3 in loci defining effector function of Th subtypes, including CCR8 (Tregs, Th2)^[@R31]^, IFNG (Th1), IL17A and RORC (Th17). These genes all had significantly higher RNA expression 1 day after activation of memory CD4 T cells vs. naïve **([Supplementary Figure S8E](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**. Genes increasing in H3K4me3 in naïve cells populate networks for cellular maintenance and hematologic system development/differentiation. These networks all center around NFκB **([Supplementary Figure S8F](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**. In contrast, cellular functions correlating with H3K4me2 at rest and maintained by H3K4me3 after activation map to pathways regulating cell proliferation, cell death, necrosis, and apoptosis, suggesting that these basic cellular functions are regulated by both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 during naïve CD4 T cell activation.

H3K4me3 at rest predicts increased gene expression during memory CD4 T cell activation {#S8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Promoter H3K4 methylation in memory CD4 T cells exhibits different dynamics and different correlations with activation-induced gene expression than naïve cells. In memory CD4, H3K4me2 does not correlate with or predict increased RNA expression after activation, in contrast to what we found in naïve cells. However, H3K4me3 peaks at rest predict increased RNA expression after activation **([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"})**. Promoter H3K4me3 enrichment analysis supports this conclusion, showing that RNA expression of genes with H3K4me3 increases significantly more one day after activation than for those without H3K4me3 **([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"})**. Interestingly, memory cells exhibit only a fraction of the H3K4me2 changes observed in naïve by 5 days, while they have a greater number changing for H3K4me3 alone **([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).** Additionally, 96% of those changing promoter H3K4me3 in memory cells are increasing enrichment **([Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"})**.

As in naïve cells, changes to H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 peak at 5 days in memory cells. However, unlike naïve cells, no relationship exists between changes to promoter H3K4me2 and resting RNA expression. On the other hand, increased H3K4me3 correlates with increased RNA expression at 1 and 5 days **([Figure 6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"})**. As shown in **[Figure 6F](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**, memory cells contain significantly higher promoter H3K4me3 than naïve at rest for all 3 subsets of gene promoters increasing in H3K4 methylation. These results are consistent with the premise that memory CD4 obtained the epigenetic marks necessary for this early activation response during differentiation from naïve cells. In contrast, the difference in baseline H3K4me2 enrichment of these two subsets is negligible **([Figure 6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"})**. Multiple immunologically critical pathways mapped to H3K4me3 marks overlapped with those epigenetically influenced by H3K4me2 in naïve cells: T cell receptor signaling, TNF receptor signaling, OX40 signaling, and IL-2 receptor signaling **([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"})**.

Multiple upstream regulators are also shared in common by pathways under the influence of H3K4 methylation in naïve and memory cells. Not surprisingly, these include the T cell receptor, CD3, and the co-stimulatory molecules, CD40LG and CD28, but they also include p53, E2F4, E2F1, MYC, and other important signaling molecules **([Supplementary Table S6](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**. Thus, immunological pathways and cellular functions pertaining to the cell cycle, transcription, and DNA repair are correlated with H3K4 methylation in CD4 T cells.

CpG islands impact H3K4 methylation dynamics after CD4 T cell activation {#S9}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Genes containing CpG islands (CGIs) were demonstrated to have different dynamics for H3K4 methylation during differentiation of hematopoietic stem cells than non-CGI containing genes.^[@R18]^ Therefore, we examined the percentage of CpG islands as a function of the previously described gene subsets marked by H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 **([Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"})**. Surprisingly, the percentage of CGI-containing genes was markedly different between naïve and memory cells. In naïve cells, 88% of promoters decreasing H3K4me2 enrichment contained a CGI (**[Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**, denoted with §), while nearly 80% of those increasing were without a CGI (denoted with \^). Memory cells displayed the opposite pattern from naïve for several gene sets, including genes increasing in H3K4me3 (Ψ), genes decreasing in H3K4me2 (γ), and genes increasing in both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 (ζ). Note that 63% of the genes changing for H3K4 methylation in memory cells did not contain a CpG island while 60% of gene promoters genome-wide contain a CGI^[@R32]^ **([Figure 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"})**.

Comparing H3K4 methylation dynamics of genes with and without CGI promoters during activation revealed significantly greater changes in non-CpG promoters for both H3K4me2 (**[Figure 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**) and H3K4me3 (**[Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**). Additionally, while loss of H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 did not seem to impact RNA expression of genes 2 weeks after activation **([Supplementary Figure S8D](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"})**, evaluation of CGI status showed that non-CGI containing genes had a sustained decrease in RNA expression 2 weeks after activation for this subset, while CGI-containing genes did not **([Figure 7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"})**. Therefore, non-CGI containing genes are more prone to changes in promoter H3K4 methylation, and these increased fluctuations correlate with changes in RNA expression after activation.

Discussion {#S10}
==========

Our results clearly show that promoter H3K4 methylation is an important and dynamic epigenetic contributor to CD4 T cell activation and differentiation. H3K4me3 in promoter sequences is most commonly associated with actively transcribed genes, consistent with the concept of a permissive mark.^[@R33]^ On the other hand, there is also published data demonstrating that H3K4me3 is often found in promoters of genes that are unexpressed in mammalian cells.^[@R13],\ [@R34],\ [@R35]^ Our new data support the paradigm that the H3K4 methylation landscape at rest can predict transcriptional changes after activation, though we find that this is true for some but not all marked genes. However, we also find that the landscape is shaped by activation-induced gene expression in CD4 T cells. This reveals a more complicated model than H3K4me3 as a simple 'activating' mark.

In a technical context, we performed two types of analysis for the ChIP-Seq results. Many ChIP-Seq studies focus upon peak analysis, but our parallel analysis for differential enrichment adds a powerful additional approach supported by other studies.^[@R36]-[@R38]^ Differential enrichment analysis can reveal significant histone enrichment in a much larger sequence frame, and at the global level it provides a more complete view of possible histone regulated promoters. For example, our analysis for differential enrichment investigated the landscape over a 2 kb stretch of the regions surrounding the TSS on either side (i.e. 1 kb up- and downstream of the TSS). There are often multiple histone peaks called within these regions, though overall differential enrichment identifies more significant changes to the promoter landscape than peak calling.

Taking the H3K4 methylation data at rest and the RNA expression data at 1 day after activation, we propose a mechanism for naïve CD4 T cells where the presence of H3K4me2 is a dominant early regulator of increased RNA transcription. Enrichment for H3K4me2 alone results in maximal change in activation-induced gene expression (**[Figure 3A-B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Consistent with this result, previous reports show that over 90% of transcription factor binding regions overlap with H3K4me2 peaks,^[@R39]^ so one possibility is that H3K4me2 specifically plays a role in transcription factor recruitment. Surprisingly, if the promoter at rest also contains H3K4me3, then H3K4me3 acts as a "governor" in naïve cells to reduce the levels but not prevent the gene transcription upregulated by activation. We also demonstrate that differential enrichment for promoter H3K4me2 is a function of the RNA expression found prior to activation in naïve cells and supports the role for H3K4me2 as a 'poising' promoter mark to our model.

While H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 are mutually exclusive marks on each individual histone molecule, these marks can be located within the same nucleosome given its octamer structure.^[@R30]^ The presence of two copies of the H3 histone in each octomer can allow for one H3 histone to be marked in one pattern with the second marked by a different pattern even at same site and in the same cell. Unfortunately, while the question of how commonly this occurs might be answered by single cell ChIP analysis, this technology is still in its infancy and requires proprietary instruments not available to us.^[@R40]^ Additionally, the multicellular and/or polyclonal nature of our cell populations, even though already purified into naïve and memory CD4 cell subsets, also likely contributes to the overlap observed between these two marks in our data. Our results show that genes containing both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 peaks exhibit the highest RNA expression when measured at each time point based on a static read-out of RNA expression at a single point in the evolution of T cell activation (**[Supplementary Figure S8C](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). These results are not to be confused with the observation that H3K4me2 is associated with the greatest differential RNA change after activation of naïve cells as measured by log~2~fold change from one time point to another (i.e. 1 to 5 days).

Additionally, we found that 89% of gene promoters containing H3K4me3 in resting naïve cells also contain H3K4me2 peaks (**[Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Thus, it is plausible that the 'active' conformation commonly ascribed to promoters containing H3K4me3 is actually due to the combinatorial effects of H3K4me2 and H3K4me3. This observation was previously reported in the literature for mouse hematopoietic stem cells (HSC\'s).^[@R18]^ However, one key difference with our results is that there were genes containing H3K4me3 peaks alone in mouse HSC\'s, while in human resting naive CD4 T cells 1,422 out of 12,963 (11%) H3K4me3-containing promoters did not contain H3K4me2 peaks. The discordance could be explained by the different radii surrounding the TSS used in the analyses (i.e. 1 kb in our data versus 7 kb in Orford *et al.*), differences by species, or differences between hematopoietic stem cells and CD4 T cells.

Resting memory cells contain far more promoters with H3K4me3 peaks alone (2,931 out of 14,625 H3K4me3-positive promoters; 20%). In contrast, only 8.7% of H3K4me2-positive promoters contain H3K4me2 peaks alone. Thus, differentiation of human CD4 to memory cells results in increased numbers of genes with only promoter H3K4me3 and a loss of the 'poised' promoters containing only H3K4me2 peaks reported for HSC\'s. If genes containing H3K4me2 peaks alone truly represent a poised state as proposed by Orford *et al.*, it is logical that the loss of these poised genes over time is one component of cellular differentiation, where poised genes are replaced with purposeful epigenetic marks to reinforce chosen cellular agendas. The Epigenomics Roadmap Consortium also made a similar observation when they analyzed 111 human epigenomes derived from healthy human subjects and representing multiple cell types, including fetal progenitors.^[@R41]^ Based on the ENCODE data, Das *et al.* recently observed that a loss of H3K4me2 and gain of H3K4me3 occurred during differentiation from embryonic to non-embryonic stem cells,^[@R42]^ reinforcing the concept that H3K4me2 is converted to H3K4me3 during differentiation.

Since H3K4me2 appears to be a poising mark responsible for providing a transitional framework for further differentiation, one hypothesis is that during thymocyte development this mark is added to genes crucial for T cell differentiation, preparing them for further development upon activation. Previous work examining H3K4me2 during thymic development in mice suggested that the transcription factors PU.1 and GATA3 were likely responsible for H3K4 methyltransferase recruitment during thymic development.^[@R20]^ NFκB is also known to play a crucial role during T cell development^[@R43]^ in addition to activation, and our network analysis suggests that the H3K4 methyltransferases might interact with this transcription factor (**[Supplementary Figure S8F](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**), thus potentially being another mechanism for targeting H3K4me2 to differentiation-related pathways during development. Further mechanistic studies will be required to explore this possibility.

Our report is the first to demonstrate that changes to the H3K4me2 landscape 5 days after naïve CD4 T cell activation conform very closely to the RNA expression of these same genes measured prior to activation (**[Figure 4C-D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Enrichment of this promoter mark also clusters according to activation status at each successive time point in both naïve and memory CD4 **([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}),** indicating the dynamic changes in H3K4me2 during activation. On the other hand, genes with increasing promoter H3K4me3 marks also increase in RNA expression earlier in activation and display a sustained increase in expression out to 2 weeks **([Figure 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"})**. Additionally, genes that are increasing in both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 begin at a lower resting expression than those increasing for H3K4me3 alone, suggesting that the H3K4me2 increases during naïve CD4 T cell activation might help to drive further increases in RNA expression by acting as a scaffold for the tri-methylation of H3K4.

Therefore, we propose a model where promoter H3K4me2 at rest propels RNA expression after activation through recruitment of transcription factors and methyltransferase complexes. The dramatic promoter H3K4me2 changes we observed during naïve CD4 T cell activation prime the cells for further epigenetic modifications critical for differentiation driven by transcription factor recruitment **([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"})**. A key point in the model is that this H3K4me2-based priming step leading to an increase in H3K4me3, and recruitment of transcription factors is not necessary in memory cells, as their previous exposure to antigen has already achieved differentiation through this mechanism. That explains why there is no association between H3K4me2 at rest and an increase in RNA expression after activation for this subset. Our conclusion is further supported by pathway mapping for promoter H3K4me2 increases in naïve cells, which demonstrates that T helper cell differentiation is one of the top canonical pathways influenced by changes to this modification **([Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"})**.

Another key epigenetic determinant delineating naïve and memory CD4 T cell promoters is CpG methylation.^[@R44]^ Previous work has demonstrated that DNA methylation and H3K4 methylation tend to be mutually exclusive.^[@R33],\ [@R45]^ DNA methyltransferase 3a (DNMT3a), which is responsible for *de novo* CpG methylation, binds to H3K4me0 and cannot bind DNA in regions containing H3K4me2/3. COMPASS-like complexes that methylate H3K4 include CXXC domains responsible for binding unmethylated CpG residues on DNA and that binding acts to couple H3K4 methylation to unmethylated DNA.^[@R15],\ [@R45]^ DNA methylation also more commonly impacts non-CGI promoters, and memory cells tend to be hypomethylated in promoters compared to naïve cells.^[@R44]^ Therefore, it is possible that differential CpG methylation between naïve and memory CD4 T cells provides one explanation for their differing H3K4 methylation dynamics.

A novel result revealed by our work supports the hypothesis described above that non-CGI promoters have differential impacts. Thus, gene promoters with and without CGIs exhibited different dynamics after activation with respect to H3K4 methylation enrichment in both naïve and memory cells. Non-CGI promoters demonstrate much greater up- and down-regulation in H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 enrichment after activation **([Figure 7C-D](#F7){ref-type="fig"})**. Therefore, CGI may stabilize promoters by reducing fluctuations in H3K4 methylation. On the other hand, the overall H3K4me enrichment of non-CGI promoters remains lower than that of promoters containing CGI as activation evolves. Changes to H3K4 methylation in non-CGI promoters appear to be more prevalent in memory cells **([Figure 7A-B](#F7){ref-type="fig"})**. Additionally, the only correlations between decreasing promoter H3K4me3 levels and gene expression during activation of naïve cells are observed for non-CGI promoters **([Figure 7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"})**. Therefore, the CpG content of promoters influences the dynamics as well as the overall effects of H3K4 methylation during CD4 T cell activation. Memory cells primarily change H3K4 methylation enrichment in non-CGI promoters when compared to naïve. These results suggest that the evolutionary selection for genes with CGI and non-CGI promoters assigns more roles for non-CGI gene networks in differentiated CD4 memory T cells and more CGI gene networks for naïve cells.

We have offered this first work as a resource and acknowledge some limitations to the present study. First, our experimental designs do not involve selective perturbations in the system such as siRNA or small molecule inhibition of H3K4 methylation mechanisms, which would provide more mechanistic support for our conclusions. However, it is also the necessary first study of the dynamics of activation-induced changes in naïve vs. memory CD4 T cells to inform the hypotheses and properly design the next phase of studies. Second, we limited our analysis to promoter regions. Enhancers, gene bodies, and intergenic regions are also important to the enrichment landscape for these histone modifications and likely impact the regulation of gene expression. Enhancers in particular have been most heavily studied in CD4 T cells with respect to histone modifications and clearly inform differentiation pathways in these cells.^[@R46]^ While examination of these additional regions was outside the scope of this initial report, analyses of these data are currently underway.

Another limitation is that we have evaluated the role of 2 histone modifications out of over 100 that are currently documented.^[@R47]^ Combinations of these different modifications can often be found within nucleosomes and modify the core histones that comprise them. These modifications may act in combination with other epigenetic alterations, including DNA methylation and chromatin modifying complexes.^[@R19],\ [@R41],\ [@R48]^

In summary, this study demonstrates that there are distinct and dynamic differences in the methylation states of H3K4 histones between naïve and memory CD4 T cells that can be correlated with resting RNA expression and post-activation gene transcription. Moreover, these differences map to multiple important immune networks that are critical for CD4 T cell function and differentiation. We have shown that histone modifications are highly dynamic during immune activation; these post-activation dynamics differ markedly between naïve and memory cells, contributing to the differences in their activation dynamics and phenotypes. The question remains whether these dynamic, activation-induced epigenetic processes are an absolute mechanistic requirement for T cell differentiation and function or represent complex epigenetic changes associated with activation but not actually regulating the process. This question, as well as the different mechanisms regulating these dynamic changes in H3K4 methylation in naïve vs. memory cells, must be addressed in future work.

Materials and Methods {#S11}
=====================

Ethics Statement {#S12}
----------------

All the studies in this manuscript were covered by Human Subjects Research Protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board of The Scripps Research Institute. Informed written consent was obtained from all study subjects in the study.

Isolation and activation of human lymphocytes {#S13}
---------------------------------------------

Peripheral blood was collected from 4 healthy donors, and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were purified by centrifugation through a histopaque (Sigma, \#10071) gradient. CD4 T cells were negatively selected using the EasySep™ Human Naive CD4+ T Cell Enrichment Kit (Stemcell Technologies, \#19155) or the EasySep™ Human Memory CD4 T Cell Enrichment Kit (Stemcell Technologies, \#19157). Cell purity was assessed by flow cytometry staining with antibodies specific for CD4 (SK3, eBioscience, \#12-0047-42), CD45RA (HI100, eBioscience, \#11-0458-42), and CD45RO (UCHL1, eBioscience, \#25-0457-42). Data acquisition was conducted on an LSR-II (BD Biosciences) and analysis was performed using FlowJo (Treestar). Live cells were gated based on forward by side scatter area. Doublets were excluded based on forward scatter height by forward scatter width and side scatter height by side scatter width. Live cells were then gated on CD4 staining and cell purity following isolation was determined by CD45RA vs. CD45RO staining of the CD4+ population. Cell purity for all donors was \> 94%.

CD4 T cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Mediatech, \#SH30027.07) supplemented with 100 U/ml Penicillin, 100 μg/ml Streptomycin and 10% FBS at 37 °C and 5% CO~2~. T cells were activated with DynaBead Human T-Activator CD3/CD28 (Invitrogen, \#111.32D) for 1 and 5 days. Cells maintained in culture out to 2 weeks received 30 U/mL of human recombinant IL-2 (NIH repository) beginning at day 5 after activation. Samples for ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq were collected from the 4 donors at rest, 1 day, 5 days, and 2 weeks after activation. For chromatin isolation from each sample, 3 × 10^7^ cells were fixed for 10 min in cell culture medium with 1% formaldehyde at room temperature. Fixation was quenched with 10% glycine for 5 min at room temperature. Cell pellets were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until chromatin isolation. Cells harvested for RNA (5 × 10^6^ cells) were washed 3 times in 1 mL of PBS without calcium and magnesium (Corning, \#21-040-CV), flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C until RNA purification. RNA for RNA-Seq was isolated from purified cells using an All Prep kit (QIAGEN, \#80004) following the manufacturer\'s instructions ([www.qiagen.com](http://www.qiagen.com)).

Preparation of sequencing libraries and ChIP-Seq and deep RNA sequencing {#S14}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

For RNA-Seq, purified total RNA was converted to cDNA using the Ovation RNA-Seq system (NuGEN) followed by S1 endonuclease digestion (Promega, M5761) as previously described.^[@R49]^ Digested cDNA libraries were then end-repaired and A-tailed. Indexed adapters were ligated, and ligation product was purified on Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter Genomics, \#A83880) followed by size selection from 2% agarose. Purified product was amplified with 15 cycles of PCR followed by size selection from 2% agarose. Libraries were assessed on an Agilent Bioanalyzer using a DNA chip and quantitated using the Quant-iT ds DNA BR Assay kit (Invitrogen, \#Q32853) and a Qubit Fluorimeter (Invitrogen). Cluster generation and sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq system was conducted directly with purified libraries following manufacturer\'s instructions ([www.illumina.com](http://www.illumina.com)). 100 bp single-end reads were generated for naïve and memory CD4 T cells from 4 donors with 2 samples per lane.

For ChIP-Seq, 10 ng of purified DNA from individual chromatin IPs were end repaired and A-tailed. Indexed adapters were ligated, and ligation product was purified on Agencourt Ampure XP beads and processed as described for RNA-Seq products.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation {#S15}
-----------------------------

Chromatin was isolated from cell pellets using the ChIP-It Express Enzymatic Shearing Kit (Active Motif, \#53035) per the manufacturer\'s instructions ([www.activemotif.com](http://www.activemotif.com)). For immunoprecipitation, 7.5 μg of chromatin was diluted in a total of 1 mL of low salt wash buffer (0.1% SDS, 1.0% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.1), 500 mM NaCl) with protease inhibitor cocktail and pre-cleared with 30 μL of Dynal Protein G magnetic beads (Invitrogen, \#10004D) for 2 h at room temperature with rotation. 20 μL of pre-cleared chromatin was saved for input analysis and stored at −80 °C. Remaining chromatin was incubated with 2 μL of anti-H3K4me2 antibody (Millipore, \#07-030) or 4 μL of anti-H3K4me3 antibody (Millipore, \#07-473) overnight at 4 °C with rotation. The lots for each antibody used were validated as specific for each respective histone modification by the company. 30 μL of Dynal Protein G beads were added to each ChIP and incubated at 4 °C with rotation for 2 h. Beads were washed three times in low salt wash buffer and then 2 times with high salt wash buffer (0.1% SDS, 1.0% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.1), 500 mM NaCl) with 5 min of rotation at 4 °C for each wash. Beads were resuspended in 150 μL of elution buffer (1% SDS, 0.1M NaHCO~3~) and incubated in a thermomixer at 65 °C for 30 minutes at 1,200 rpm to reverse cross-linking. 2 μL of Proteinase K (Invitrogen, \#AM2546) was added to each sample, and 6 μL of 5 M NaCl was added for a total concentration of 200 mM. Samples were then incubated in a thermomixer at 65 °C overnight at 1,200 rpm. Eluted samples were removed from the beads and purified using the Qiaquick PCR purification kit (QIAGEN, \#28104) per the manufacturer\'s instructions ([www.qiagen.com](http://www.qiagen.com)).

ChIP-Seq analysis {#S16}
-----------------

Because there was no precedent for sample size for ChIP-Seq differential binding analysis at the beginning of this project, statistical methods did not inform the number of donors we used for analysis. However, we found that the 4 donors we used gave us ample statistical significance for our ChIP-Seq analysis as demonstrated in the P-value plots in our results (**[Figure 1A-B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**).

Reads were aligned to hg19 using bowtie2.^[@R50]^ Sample normalization factors adjusting for sequencing depth and compositional bias for each histone mark were determined by un-weighted Trimmed Mean of M-values (TMM) on 10 kb bin read counts as described in.^[@R51]^ These normalization factors were used in all differential binding analyses described below. For each condition, peaks were called independently for each of the four donors using the MACS peak caller^[@R52]^ on the aligned reads. Then reproducible consensus peaks were determined using the Irreproducible Discovery Rate framework with a threshold of 0.02.^[@R53]^ The same process was repeated with all aligned reads from all conditions to obtain a single set of condition-independent consensus peaks for cross-condition comparison using an IDR threshold of 0.01 because the larger set of data allowed a more stringent threshold. This whole procedure was repeated for H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 samples to obtain condition-specific and condition-independent peak sets for all three histone marks. For each histone mark, reads whose 5-prime mapping location overlapped each condition-independent consensus peak were counted for each sample. Counts were analyzed for differential binding between conditions using edgeR\'s quasi-likelihood F-test,^[@R54]^ with a model including the condition as the main effect and donor as a batch effect. P-values were adjusted for multiple testing by computing False Discovery Rate (FDR) using the method of Benjamini & Hochberg.^[@R55]^

In order to determine the effective promoter radius for each histone mark, the distance from each unique TSS annotated in UCSC genes to the distance to the nearest peak was determined for each condition\'s consensus peak set. The distribution of these distances was plotted. It was assumed that these histone marks would be uniformly distributed throughout most of the genome, but enriched in promoters. Visual inspection revealed, for all histone marks and conditions, a peak at small distances and flat background level at larger distances, consistent with the assumption of enrichment of peaks near promoters. For both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3, the distribution flattens out to the background level near 1kb. These distances were used as the effective promoter radius when defining the promoter region associated with each transcriptional start site (TSS). The promoter region of each annotated transcript was defined by extending a region upstream and downstream from the TSS by the determined radius. Overlapping promoters from the same gene were merged into one. The number of reads overlapping each promoter in each sample was counted. Promoter counts were analyzed using the same model as for the peak analysis. As a negative control, the ChIP-Seq input samples were also analyzed in the same way to verify that the differential binding test did not give false positive results. For each IP type, principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) was performed using the plotMDS function in edgeR, and the samples were plotted in the first four principal coordinates.^[@R24]^

Because dispersions were found to vary with time point, each test for differential binding between conditions was conducted using dispersions estimated from only the samples from time points associated with the conditions being tested, which results in a conservative test according to the edgeR author (personal communication). For example, for the comparison memory resting vs. memory 5 days, all samples from rest and 5 days were used for estimating dispersions. Results for differential binding were filtered with an FDR cut-off of \< 0.1 and a fold enrichment cut-off of log~2~ fold change \> 1 or \< −1.

RNA-Seq analysis {#S17}
----------------

RNA-Seq reads were aligned to the UCSC hg19 transcriptome and genome using Tophat 2.^[@R56]^ The number of reads aligning unambiguously to each gene in each sample was computed. Genes without at least 5 reads assigned in at least one sample were considered not detected and were discarded. Normalization factors were computed in nonstandard fashion in order to mitigate batch effects since two time points (resting and 5 days) were prepped and sequenced separately from the other two (1 day and 2 wk). First, ordinary normalization factors were computed using TMM, and an intercept-only model was fit to the data using these normalization factors. The genes were split into 100 bins by average CPM, and the 20 genes with the lowest estimated biological coefficients of variation in that bin were selected, yielding a total of 2000 low variability genes distributed across the full range of expression values (approximately 10% of all expressed genes). TMM normalization factors were then computed using only these genes, and the resulting factors had a much smaller correlation with the two batches. These normalization factors were used to normalize the full dataset for all further differential expression analysis and quantification. Gene counts were analyzed for differential expression using the same model as for the peak analysis. Gene expression levels for each sample were quantified as FPKM (fragments per kilobase per million fragments sequenced), using the length of the longest transcript isoform for each gene. Batch-corrected average gene expression levels for each condition were quantified by back-transforming the fitted model coefficients for each condition onto a raw count scale and then normalizing to FPKM as for the sample counts. Cut-offs imposed for differential expression analysis included an FDR of \< 0.05 and log~2~ fold change \> 1 or \< −1.

ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq combined analysis {#S18}
--------------------------------------

Tests were performed for correlation between presence of a ChIP-Seq peak at a given experimental condition and either RNA-Seq expression level (FPKM values) at a given experimental condition or expression log~2~ fold change between two conditions, for all genes in the genome. First, genes were partitioned by promoter peak presence or absence, and then a Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test (a non-parametric test for distributional differences) was performed to test for significant differences in the RNA-Seq statistic of interest between the partitions, and 95% confidence intervals for the difference in means were constructed (based on an assumption of a normal distribution). The raw data for both ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq are available at the NIH Gene Expression Omnibus site (**accession \# GSE73214**).

Code availability {#S19}
-----------------

The codes used for ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq analysis can be accessed at [https://github.com/DarwinAwardWinner/cd4-histone-paper-code](http://https://github.com/DarwinAwardWinner/cd4-histone-paper-code).

Pathway analysis {#S20}
----------------

Pathway mapping used several different tools: ImmuneMap (developed in our laboratory), as well as a Signaling Pathway Impct Analysis (SPIA) tool-based workflow^[@R57]^ to map multiple databases (Panther, KEGG, Biocarta, Reactome, and the National Cancer Institute Pathway Interaction Database (NCI)). We also used Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, QIAGEN, [www.qiagen.com/ingenuity](http://www.qiagen.com/ingenuity)). The premise for this approach is that each tool has its values and no single tool available today for mapping pathways is sufficiently comprehensive. Functional pathway mapping included p-values and log fold changes for differential enrichment or differential expression.
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![Differential promoter H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 is dependent on condition (i.e. time point and subset) and is dynamic throughout CD4 T cell activation\
For H3K4me2 **A)** and H3K4me3 **B)**, the distribution of p-values for two different tests is plotted: an ANOVA test for differences between all combinations of experimental factors (cell type and time point) while treating the donor as a batch effect (solid line), and an ANOVA between donors while treating experimental factors as batch effects (dashed line). A uniform distribution (indicated by the dotted line) would indicate no evidence of differential enrichment by donor, while the strength of the spike near p=0 indicates significant differential enrichment by the experimental design. H3K4me enrichment is dynamic throughout activation for both naïve **C)** and memory **D)** subsets. **E)** Promoter H3K4me3 peaks correlate with high RNA expression throughout activation. Bins of 250 genes were plotted for mean RNA expression and % of promoters containing H3K4me3 peaks at all time points examined. **F)** Highly expressed genes have significantly more promoters with H3K4me3 peaks. Genes were divided into low (FPKM\<1) and high (FPKM\>1) expression and plotted against their average promoter H3K4me3 peak percentage for all time points examined (resting, 1 day, 5 days, and 2 weeks) in naïve CD4 T cells. Error bars represent variance from one-way ANOVA. Reported p-values are from Tukey\'s HSD post-hoc analysis (\*\*\*p\<0.0001).](nihms-772139-f0001){#F1}

![Naïve and memory CD4 T cells have different promoter H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 content\
Venn diagrams of H3K4me2 **A)** and H3K4me3 **B)** promoter peaks found in naïve and memory CD4 T cells at rest prior to activation. Promoters in CD4 T cells gain H3K4me3 and lose H3K4me2 during transition from naïve to memory phenotype. **C)** The percentage of promoters with H3K4me2 peaks that contain H3K4me3 is shown in naïve cells at rest and 2 weeks after activation, and in memory cells at rest. **D)** The percentage of promoters with H3K4me3 peaks that contain H3K4me2 is also shown for these three conditions.](nihms-772139-f0002){#F2}

![H3K4me2 dominance at rest promotes transcriptional upregulation 1 day after activation of naïve CD4 T cells\
**A)** Mean increase in RNA expression (Log~2~ Fold Change) 1 day after activation of naïve CD4 T cells is plotted for genes with H3K4me2 peaks alone, H3K4me3 peaks alone, or both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 peaks. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Reported p-values are from Tukey\'s HSD post-hoc analysis following one-way ANOVA (\*\*\*\*\*p\<1×10^−6^) **B)** Mean increase in RNA expression 1 day after activation is plotted for genes with a continuum of H3K4me2/H3K4me3 at rest in naïve cells. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Reported p-values are from Tukey\'s HSD post-hoc analysis following one-way ANOVA (\*\*\*\*p\<1×10^−5^). **C)** Genome viewer landscape of H3K4me2 (upper panel) and H3K4me3 (lower panel) in the promoter of *IL2*. A called peak for H3K4me2 is denoted by the arrow head. TSS = Transcriptional Start Site. **D)** ChIP-Seq FPKM for H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 in the *IL2* promoter of resting naïve CD4 T cells 1 kb on either side of the TSS. **E)** The RNA increase in *IL2* transcript 1 day after activation of naïve CD4 T cells as measured by RNA-Seq.](nihms-772139-f0003){#F3}

![Promoter H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 act in tandem to regulate RNA expression during naïve CD4 T cell activation and promote Th differentiation\
**A)** Venn diagram of promoters changing in H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 enrichment 5 days after activation of naïve CD4 T cells. **B)** Promoters changing in both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 enrichment 5 days after activation are changing in the same direction. Pearson\'s correlation is pictured. **C)** Bins of 200 genes were plotted for RNA expression at rest (x-axis), and the percentage of genes increasing in H3K4me2 alone (dark grey diamonds), H3K4me3 alone (black triangles), or both (white squares) at 5 days (y-axis). **D)** Bins of 200 genes were plotted for RNA expression at rest and the percentage of genes decreasing in H3K4me2 alone (dark grey diamonds), H3K4me3 alone (black triangles), or both (white squares) at 5 days. **E)** Th cell differentiation is one of the top pathways influenced by increased promoter H3K4me2 in naïve CD4 T cells during activation. Shaded molecules represent gene promoters that significantly increase H3K4me2 enrichment 5 days after activation of naïve CD4 T cells. **F)** RNA expression for all time points examined was plotted for genes increasing in promoter H3K4me2 alone, H3K4me3 alone, and both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 at 5 days. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. \*\*\*\*p\<1×10^−5^, \*p\<0.01 from Fisher\'s LSD post-hoc analysis following one-way ANOVA. **G)** 91% of genes increasing in H3K4me3 during activation were H3K4me2 dominant at rest in naïve cells.](nihms-772139-f0004){#F4}

![Promoter H3K4me2 enrichment influences T cell activation and differentiation in naïve CD4 T cells\
**A)** T cell receptor signaling is a major pathway influenced by H3K4me2 dominance in naïve cells. Shaded symbols represent genes that are H3K4me2 dominant at rest in naïve cells and have increased RNA expression 1 day after activation. **B)** Hierarchical clustering of H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 enrichment for a subset of genes important to T cell function reveals genes cluster according to their roles in activation and/or differentiation.](nihms-772139-f0005){#F5}

![H3K4me3 enrichment plays a greater role in transcriptional upregulation in memory CD4 T cells during activation\
**A)** RNA Log~2~ Fold Changes at 1 day for genes containing no H3K4me, H3K4me2 alone, H3K4me3 alone, or both H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 at rest in memory cells. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. P-values are for two-tailed student t-test (\*p\<0.01, \*\*p\<001). **B)** RNA Log~2~ Fold Changes at 1 day for genes with H3K4me3 compared to no enrichment at rest in memory. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. P-values are for two-tailed student t-test (\*\*\*\*p\<1×10^−5^). **C)** Venn diagram for genes changing H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 enrichment 5 days after activation of memory CD4 T cells. **D)** Frequency plots for genes increasing or decreasing in H3K4me3 enrichment in naïve and memory CD4 T cells at 5 days. **E)** RNA expression for all time points examined was plotted for genes changing in H3K4me2 alone, H3K4me3 alone, and both at 5 days in memory cells. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. \*\*\*p\<0.0001, \*p\<0.01 from Fisher\'s LSD post-hoc analysis following one-way ANOVA. **F)** Average enrichment for H3K4me3 across the promoter is plotted for the three classes of genes changing in H3K4 methylation during activation of naïve and memory CD4 T cells. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. P-value represents two-tailed student t-test (\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.0001). **G)** Average enrichment for H3K4me2 across the promoter is plotted for the three classes of genes changing in H3K4 methylation during activation of naïve and memory CD4 T cells. While differences in enrichment are statistically significant, the differences are modest and the biological significance is questionable. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. P-value represents two-tailed student t-test (\*\*\*\*p\<1×10^−5^).](nihms-772139-f0006){#F6}

![CGI status affects H3K4 methylation and accounts for differences in naïve and memory H3K4 dynamics\
**A)** Differences in CGI content are seen in the previously defined gene subsets between naïve and memory. Numbers listed in the x-axis represent the number of promoters in the denoted subset. Non-CGI (white) and CGI (grey) promoters show different dynamics between naïve and memory when examining each subset of genes including: H3K4me2 decreased (γ), H3K4me2 increased (θ), H3K4me3 increased (Ψ), and H3K4me2/me3 increased (ζ). Naïve cells in particular show a propensity for genes decreasing in H3K4me2 to contain CGI sites (§) and those increasing in H3K4me2 to be non-CGI site-containing (**\^**). Less than 10 genes showed a pattern of H3K4me3 decrease in memory cells and are therefore not included. **B)** Genes changing in H3K4 methylation in memory cells are predominantly non-CGI. **C)** and **D)** non-CGI promoters show more change (up and down) in enrichment for H3K4me2 **(C)** and H3K4me3 **(D)** 5 days after activation. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. P-value represents two-tailed student t-test (\*\*\*\*p\< p\<1×10^−5^). **E)** Decreases in H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 correlate with sustained decreases in RNA expression only in non-CGI genes. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. P-value represents two-tailed student t-test (\*\*\*\*p\<1×10^−5^, \*p\<0.01).](nihms-772139-f0007){#F7}

![Model for the role of H3K4 methylation during CD4 T cell activation\
**A)** In naïve cells, H3K4me2 dominance results in upregulation of expression. Low expression genes increase in H3K4me2, allowing H3K4me3 marks to be deposited in order to sustain increased expression. Genes whose H3K4me3 enrichment is not increased return to baseline expression. Memory cells generally bypass these mechanisms, starting with significantly higher promoter H3K4me3 at baseline. Time points at which these changes were recorded are documented.](nihms-772139-f0008){#F8}

###### 

Top pathways obtained via Signaling Pathway Impact Analysis (SPIA) for genes changing in promoter H3K4me3 in naïve CD4 T cells 1 day after activation.

  Database   Pathway                                                                              \# of genes in pathway   \# of genes differentially enriched at 24 h   \% of pathway   p-value
  ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------------------------------- --------------- -------------
  Reactome   Signaling by GPCR                                                                    1002                     227                                           23%             3.08E-41
  KEGG       Olfactory transduction                                                               397                      156                                           39%             3.06E-65
  Reactome   Immune System                                                                        1075                     129                                           12%             0.0000135
  KEGG       PI3K-AKT signaling pathway                                                           334                      52                                            16%             0.000366
  Reactome   Cytokine Signaling in Immune system                                                  303                      45                                            15%             0.000193
  PANTHER    WNT signaling pathway                                                                215                      35                                            16%             0.00138
  Reactome   Interferon Signaling                                                                 189                      32                                            17%             0.000151
  Reactome   Ion channel transport                                                                169                      30                                            18%             0.00154
  KEGG       JAK-STAT signaling pathway                                                           156                      29                                            19%             0.00072
  PANTHER    Integrin signalling pathway                                                          109                      22                                            20%             0.00111
  Reactome   Cell-Cell communication                                                              106                      21                                            20%             0.00125
  Reactome   Stimuli-sensing channels                                                             94                       20                                            21%             0.001247
  Reactome   Meiotic recombination                                                                75                       18                                            24%             0.000176
  Reactome   PKMTs methylate histone lysines                                                      59                       17                                            29%             0.000009713
  Reactome   HDMs demethylate histones                                                            43                       13                                            30%             0.000115
  Reactome   RNA Polymerase I Promoter Opening                                                    52                       12                                            23%             1.52E-07
  NCI        Internalization of ErbB1                                                             32                       11                                            34%             0.000316
  KEGG       Taste transduction                                                                   44                       10                                            23%             0.00125
  Reactome   Antigen activates B Cell Receptor (BCR) leading to generation of second messengers   31                       10                                            32%             0.00134
  BioCarta   41bb-dependent immune response                                                       6                        2                                             33%             7.12E-06

###### 

Canonical pathway mapping of genes marked with H3K4me at rest in naïve and memory CD4 T cells using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. Specific gene lists for each pathway are reported in **[Supplementary Table S4](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**.

  Pathway \#   H3K4me2 in Naïve Only                 H3K4me3 in Memory Only
  ------------ ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
  1            T Cell Receptor signaling             G protein signaling
  2            Phospholipase C signaling             CXCR4 signaling
  3            PI3K signaling                        Role of NFAT in the immune response
  4            Role of NFAT in the immune response   IL-2 signaling
  5            CD28 signaling in T helper cells      IL-1 signaling

###### 

Activation-induced immunologic pathways guided by H3K4me2 dominance at rest in naïve CD4 T cells as reported by ImmuneMap.

  Pathway                     Total Genes   H3K4me2 dominant genes   \% population
  --------------------------- ------------- ------------------------ ---------------
  IL21                        34            13                       38.24%
  4-1BB                       29            9                        31.03%
  TNF superfamily pathway     71            19                       26.76%
  GITR                        27            7                        25.93%
  CD40                        48            12                       25.00%
  NFKB pathway                84            20                       23.81%
  IL4                         56            13                       23.21%
  IL1R1                       55            12                       21.82%
  TLR signaling               102           22                       21.57%
  IL6                         44            9                        20.45%
  MAPK                        174           35                       20.11%
  IL17                        50            10                       20.00%
  IL12                        83            16                       19.28%
  Vitamin D                   90            17                       18.89%
  IL2                         48            9                        18.75%
  General JAK / STAT          155           29                       18.71%
  OX40                        55            9                        16.36%
  Innate immunity signaling   136           22                       16.18%
  TCR signaling               92            14                       15.22%
  CTLA4                       66            10                       15.15%

###### 

Activation induced pathways guided by H3K4me2 dominance in naïve CD4 T cells and H3K4me3 enrichment in memory CD4 T cells reported by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. Gene symbols in bold represent genes common to both gene sets in each pathway.
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